WG.8- Activities and Events

Coronavirus alienates people, yet internet can bring us together in any case. Seminars, webinars, symposiums, forums…academic and other events may keep the group active. We actively suggest the participation in some events shared by our members.

April 18, 2021- ICOMOS DAY
This year, the topic of International Day for Monuments and Sites is Complex Pasts: Diverse Futures. Our members in different locations are organizing/participating in some events to commemorate this special day:
- China- Wuhan - is preparing a symposium celebrating the 100th anniversary of a Shared Built Heritage building. We will be helping members organizing activities and events to promote SBH protection and Conservation.
- Brasil / Portugal – Coimbra/ Lisbon/ Baía- is preparing online events talking about shared heritage in the Portuguese speaking countries: Baía, Coimbra, Macau.

Alma Mater: The Voice of Heritage Behind the Masks – Complex Pasts: Diverse Futures-
International Day for Monuments and Sites 2021
To commemorate International Day for Monuments and Sites, the Heritage SCENA 5.0 project presents “Alma Mater- The Voice of Heritage Behind the Masks – Complex Pasts: Diverse Futures”, to be broadcast on April 18, at 8 pm (4 pm Brazilian time). The project, which features cultural heritage sites in Brazil and Portugal, was created and produced by Bahian producer Christiano Bomfim (a member of ISCSBH ICOMOS) and has the backing of the General Library of the University of Coimbra, the RUAS Association, ICOMOS Portugal # and Criola Filmes. The event will be open to the public with live streaming (on demand) on the ICOMOS-PT Facebook channel.

https://www.facebook.com/icomos.portugal
and on the digital platform Go-Live-Cult:
https://www.facebook.com/Go-Live-Cult-105707958297035/

The documentary video produced by the project will feature experts such as Professor João Gouveia Monteiro, director of the Joanina Library in Coimbra; architect Soraya Genin, president of ICOMOS Portugal; Teresa Veiga Macedo, representing the World Monuments Fund (USA); architect Maria José Freitas, president of the ISCSBH - International Scientific Committee on Shared Built Heritage ICOMOS; and Malvedil Júnior, president of the Gamboa Fishermen's History Association.

Panoramic view - MACAO SAR China, Photo by Chan Hin Io
Malaysia - In conjunction with this year's World Heritage Day celebration, the newly formed New Village Working Group is organising a talk on Malaysian New Villages on 17 April 2021 (3pm-5.30pm)
If you can't attend the physical session, you may view the live broadcast via our facebook page, [https://www.facebook.com/IcomosMalaysia](https://www.facebook.com/IcomosMalaysia) - same date and time. Please note that the zoom webinar slot is fully booked.
COMPLEX PASTS: DIVERSE FUTURES

MALAYSIAN ‘NEW VILLAGES’

A webinar held in conjunction with International Day of Monuments and Sites

18 April IDMS

Brought to you by
ICOMOS MALAYSIA’s
NEW VILLAGE WORKING GROUP

17 April 2021
3pm-5.30pm

‘New Villages’ in Malaysia: Origins and Evolution
by Dr. Francis Loh Kok Wah

Malaysian New Villages: Moving Forward
by Dato Ir. Fong Tian Yong

Malaysian New Villages: Planning Perspectives
by TPr. Lim Yau Lee

Listing Malaysia’s New Villages
by Rosli Haji Nor

Register by 16 April 2021 at
https://forms.gle/3WnJrSty3YWhytL6

Webinar limited to 94 attendees.

Session will be broadcasted live on
ICOMOS Malaysia’s Facebook
www.facebook.com/icomosmalaysia

Organised by
ICOMOS MALAYSIA

Supported by
Sao Nam Restaurant
Portugal

Passados complexos ● Futuros diversos ●

Dia internacional dos Monumentos e Sítios 20 | abril | 2021

Zoom ID: 898 413 777

Programa

**Moderação** Margarida Donas Botto (DGPC | ICOMOS Portugal)

09h30 **Abertura | Opening session**
Soraya Cenin (ISCTE-IUL | Presidente ICOMOS Portugal)

09h45 **Les projets et interventions de la cathédrale de Notre Dame de Paris**
Jean-François Lagneau (Presidente ICOMOS França)

10h15 **Património Mundial e desenvolvimento local**
Ana Paula Amendoeira (DRCAlentejo | Vice-Presidente ICOMOS Portugal)

10h35 **From Macau to Macao SAR: Heritage before and after the transfer of sovereignty**
Maria José Freitas (Presidente ISC Shared Built Heritage – ICOMOS)

10h55 **Debate**
11h20 **Pausa**

11h30 **Património como ecossistema**
Dalila Rodrigues (Directora da Torre de Belém e Mosteiro dos Jerónimos)

11h50 **Espaços patrimoniais, mobilidades turísticas e fricções**
Eduardo Brito Henriques (IGOT-ULisboa/Centro de Estudos Geográficos)

12h00 **Património Etnológico para tempos de Antropoceno.**
Pedro Pista (ISCTE-IUL)

12h30 **Debate**
12h50 **Encerramento**

Comissão Organizadora
Margarida Donas Botto, Soraya Cenin

Coordinator: Yuan DING
Members: Maria José FREITAS, Ying XU